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Fundamentals of Spiritism
Existence of the Spirit & Immortality of the Soul
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Existence of God

Existence of Spirits and their survival
after death
Reincarnation

Multitude of inhabited worlds

Communicability of the Spirits

God

Matter

Spirit

God, the supreme intelligence and the first
cause of all things, created the two universal
elements: spirit ("the intelligent principle of the
universe") and matter ("intermediary agent,
upon which the spirit acts").

• The existence of a spiritual life was mentioned
by Jesus consistently in the Gospel. If this life
exists, spirits live there. But what are spirits?

Spirits are the intelligent beings of creation.
They constitute the world of the Spirits,
which pre-exists and outlives everything.
(SB, item 23)
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23 a. What is spirit’s innermost nature?
It is not easy to explain spirit in your language. For you,
it is nothing, because it is not something palpable;
nevertheless, for us it’s something (it’s an objective
reality as substantial as the body is to you).
24. Is spirit synonymous with intelligence?
Intelligence is one of spirit’s essential attributes, but
both merge into a common principle; thus, for you they
are one and the same thing.
25. Is spirit independent of matter, or is it only a
property of matter, as colors are properties of light
and as sounds a property of air? They are distinct
from each other, but the union of spirit and matter is
necessary to enable matter to act intelligently.
27. So are there two general elements in the
universe – matter and spirit? Yes, and over everything
is God, the creator and author of all. These three
elements comprise the principle of all that exists – they
are the universal trinity. But to the element of matter
must be added the universal fluid, which plays an
intermediary role between spirit and matter
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To Spiritism, the soul is a real, distinct being, the cause
and not the effect of all human activities. It explains
that spirits are nothing more than the souls of people
who lived materially on earth. It means that when
people are incarnated the spirit is called the soul but
when the body dies it is called the spirit.
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God never stopped creating spirits thereby peopling
several inhabited world in the universe. And Jesus
said: “in my Father’s house there are many
mansions”, John 14:2.
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All spirits created simple and unenlightened, with an
equal aptitude to progress by their individual activity.
Each one of us, through reincarnation, acquired the
experiences that made us what we are today.
Among the many teachings that Spiritism brings us,
there is this triple configuration: spirit, perispirit,
and physical body. The perispirit is the intermediary
that connects the spirit to matter

Spiritism teaches
that the Spirits:

Are not created at the moment of the physical conception;
That all will attain the degree of perfection compatible with
human beings by their personal efforts;

Are (all of them) children of the same Father, are objects
of an equal solicitude;
They are created unceasingly during all times;
After the death of the physical body, they compose the
spiritual population of the Earth.

Only the life of the spirit is eternal; the life of the
body is transitory and temporary. When the body
dies, the soul returns to the eternal life.
(SB, item 153)

Even before considering ourselves to be human
beings and the offspring of our parents, we are
in reality Spirits, God’s children.

Perispirit

Spirit

Physical
body

The existence of spirits has no end.
Spirits can be imagined as a flame, an ethereal spark.
Whenever there is an intent thought, the spirit is also present.
Each spirit is indivisible.
The spirit can extend its thoughts in all directions.

The evidence of the existence of the Spirit is given by the
consciousness that the person possesses of itself
(consciousness of its self) and by the manifestation of its
will. Spiritism renders it clear and distinct when these
beings (the Spirits) prove their identity through countless
verifiable indications, referring to individual particularities
during their lives on Earth.

(SB question 152)

In current
days, the
evidence of
the survival
of the Spirit
can be
certified:

through mediumistic communications and
psychic phenomena;
through past life regression;

through experiences of transcommunication:
spiritist messages by means of television,
video, computer, telephone, recorder, radio
etc.
by experiences of the Spirits through
photographs.

To progress!

Spirits never
regress!!

PERFECT SPIRITS

MORAL

No influence
of matter

GOOD SPIRITS
Influence of
Spirit over Matter

IMPERFECT SPIRITS
Influence Matter
over Spirit

INTELLECTUAL

• Every human being is an incarnate
Spirit on its way towards God.

Life on Earth is always an opportunity to make amends and learn as
we travel along the pathway towards goodness.
There is free choice in all things and the consequences, either good
or bad, are the result of our own decisions.
This is the law of action and reaction, of cause and effect. If we are
suffering at this moment it is possible that the cause of this suffering
comes from errors in this life or from previous ones.

Therefore, if we commit evil, then sooner or later we will
undergo the consequences of that act. Jesus said: "Each
according to his works." This explains the reason for so
much suffering in the world.

This is why one person progresses more quickly than
another, just as do different students in the same class.
The better the conduct, the quicker we are able to
liberate ourselves from suffering, thereby shortening our
path towards evolution.

SPIRIT

“Do you not know that
your body is a temple
of the Holy Spirit, who
is in you, whom you
have received from
God? Therefore honor
God with your body.”
Paul – I Corinthians, 6:19 &20

“The body is the first
loan received by the
incarnated Spirit.”

PERISPIRIT

André Luiz – Conduta Espírita
BODY

1.

The life of the spirit is transitory and fleeting.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

2.

Spirits are the intelligent principle of the universe.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

3.

Intelligence is an essential quality of spirit.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

4.

Spirits cannot communicate with human beings.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

5.

Angels are the privileged beings of the universe.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

6.

When the body dies the soul re-enters the world of eternal life.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

7.

The perispirit is the same as the physical body.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

8.

Spirits are always progressing.
( ) TRUE ( ) FALSE

